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About New Shops in Terminal 1 in December
Central Japan International Airport is pleased to announce the opening of three new shops on the
3rd and 4th floors of Terminal 1 this December.
1) Komeda’s Coffee shop *Opening on December 10, 2021 (Friday)
The Nagoya-born coffee shop opens its first shop at the airport. In addition to the famous Shiro-Noir
(fluffy Danish pastries topped with soft ice cream) and Coffee blends, you can enjoy Nagoya's
popular meals in a relaxing space.

2) CANADIAN MORNING & TOKO *Opening on December 22, 2021 (Wednesday)
The shop sells mainly outdoor brand backpacks and other miscellaneous goods such as T-shirts,
hats, and mug bottles. Those products will suit customers who want to enjoy outdoor activities in
places like the rich natural fields of Canada.
3) Sora no Onigiriya (Rice balls shop) *Opening on December 26, 2021 (Sunday)
It is the shop of rice balls carefully and fluffily made with its focus on ingredients such as rice, nori
(seaweed), salt, and ingredients.
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【 New Shop Product Image】
CANADIAN MORNING&TOKO
(Outdoor shop）

A day bag from the founding of
GREGORY, this is a classic product that
has been loved for over 40 years. It is

Komeda’s Coffee Shop
（Coffee Shop）

Shiro-noir is the Komeda’s famous
dessert fluffy Danish pastries topped with
soft ice cream.

an all-rounder for both daily use and

Sora no Onigiriya
（Rice balls shop）

Rice balls carefully and fluffily made
with its focus on ingredients such as
rice, nori (seaweed), salt, and
ingredients.

outdoor activities.

A hip bag that matches a wide range of
outdoor, camping, picnic, and town
scenes. It has a pocket with dividers

Miso Fried Pork Cutlet Sandwich is the
special sandwich with rich miso sauce on

A delicious pork miso soup with lots of
ingredients that goes well with onigiri.

a crisp fried pork cutlet.

inside the main body and zipper pockets
on the front and back so you can carry
small items and valuables organized.

※Several new stores are planned to open in January 2022 (to be announced separately).

